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FA I L U R E : M e n w i t h s o m e

forms of advanced conges
tive heart failure are twice

as likely as women to die
within 18 months of having
the disease diagnosed, ac
cording to a study released
Monday.
The reason is not

Over the past six
months, there have been over

300 car thefts in the Newberg
Assummed to be

part of a ring of thefts occur
ring in many surrounding
cities, George Fox campus
and its student's cars have

ceive different treatment,

been one of the prime targets
in this car-theft ring.

pected. Researchers said
the cause is more likely a
biological difference:
Women's heart muscles

respond better to some
types of heart disease.
SMOKE:

New

research

shows that exposure to sec
ond-hand smoke will chan

nel carcinogens into the
blood of a developing fetus.
Steven Myers of
the University of Louis
ville, who announced his
finding Monday at a meet
ing of the American Asso
ciation for Cancer Re

search, compared the tox
ins in the blood of the
mother and in blood taken
fromthe umbilical cord af
ter birth.

SHOOTING SPREE; The

UPS d.GFU 5-1

Newberg. Oregon

I s s u e 2 1 Vo l . C X V

in the act of car robbery, they
are helpless in preventing
them from doing any more
damage.
Head of George Fox
security, Carl Ecklund,
warns that these guys know
that their main source of in

a r e a .

that men and women re

as some experts had sus

UPS d. GFU 5-4

G F U d . L i n fi e l d 1 5 - 2

expected as school year comes to end
News Editor

CONGESTIVE

Linfit'ld d. GI U 6-5

Theft at GFU: More car break-ins
Amy Michaelson
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Beyond the power
of George Fox's campus se
curity, the Newberg Police
Department has taken over
the task of trying to catch
these bandits after it became

more than just a George Fox
problem. NPD has had of
ficers patrolling the campus
over the past four months,
trying to catch the theives
red-handed. The police
know that their suspects are
one or two groups of young
men, and that they move in a
sequence from town to town.
Though the police have an
idea of who these suspects
may be, until they catch them

come, George Fox's cars, are
soon going to be gone with
the ending of the school year.
Knowing this, it is very
likely that the thieves will
take a last shot at visiting our

i

i

r

campus to snag as much loot
as they possibly can.
The main target of
these robbers has been car

speakers and stereo systems,
resulting in many broken car
windows and damaged car

guard yourself and your car

parts.

from car theft.

There have only
been two reported car breakins in the last two weeks, but

The main thing is to
be aware of what is going on.
Remember to lock your

don't be deceived. Like an

doors and don't leave items

earthquake about to let loose,
possible victims need to pre
pare for damage that may oc
cur, and try to prevent as
much as possible. Ecklund
has posted many messages
on Foxmail informing stu
dents and faculty how to

of value within sight of any
one who might look in.
Along with the con
cern of car theft, an antici

pated security problem on
George Fox campus is book
theivery. With the end of the
school year approaching and

book buy-back time coming
up, be aware of the fact that
there are people out there
who may try to snag your
books and get the buy-back
money for it.
Again, be aware of
what is going on around you.
Lock your living area doors
and don't leave books or any
thing of value unattended.
Check your Foxmail
for more security tips from
Carl Ecklund.

Fly-Me Carnival, another successful ASC event

families of three students

Last Friday, ASC put on its second annual "Fly-Me Carnival" in George Fox's Wheeler Sports Center. Nearly

killed in a high school

everyone there showed up with packed bags, hoping and praying that their name would he picked to he flown away for
an all-expense paid weekend to Disneyland.

shooting vSpree sued 25 de
fendants. including Time
Warner Inc. and Nintendo,

for $130 milliomMonday,
charging that computer
games, Internet pom and
a violent movie were con

ON

winners of the Disneyland trip, amidst the screaming crowd.

Similar to the after-affects of beauty pageants, girls went flocking to Sarah and Crystal, hugging them and
helping them celebrate their much sought-after weekend.

tributing factors.
LAWSUIT

The night was filled with entertaining booths and games, such as Bingo and miniature golf, which kept the
carnival-goers occupied during the hour and a half they waited to hear the drawing.
At 10:30 pm. the drawingwas made and sophomores Sarah Taylor and Crystal McAlpin were announced the

TOOTH

BRUSHES: A lawsuit has

While there were only two who could win the Disneyland trip, many others were able to take away prizes of
cakes and cookies from the cake walk, candy bars from the game booths, and a variety of other prizes ranging from ham
to super soakers and even goldfish.

been filed against tooth
1

brush manufacturers for

failing to warn adequately
people about the dangers
of brushing.
The lawsuit, filed
against several toothbrush
manufacturers and the
American Dental Associa

tion, seeks damages on be
half of anyone who suffers

I

Positions available for next year's
KFOX, Crescent and Yearbook. Apply
at the ASC offices today!

from toothbrush abrasion.

I
J
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My final farewell
ing to prank them.

Josh Smith

Now that 1 think about

Guest Writer

it... this is about all I truly
remember about college.

When I think back, my first
fond thoughts don't go to
pretending not to sleep

Okay... it's the end of

the year, and I'm supposed to
think of something to say to
all of you ten people out there
who actually take the lime to
read my articles. It's sup
posed to be something witty,
something final. I'm sup
posed to leave you with the
desire for something more,
yet with a sen.se of finality
that will make our parting all
that much ea.sier to cope with.

through Phil Smith's Phi

losophy clas.s, or pretending
not to sleep through Bill
Jolliff's unholy morning

classes. Instead, it goes back
to watching movies over at
Howard Macy's house. It

goes back to trying to see
how sick of a concoction we
could created in Marriot's

Well... that's just too

glasses. When 1 think back
to my "glory days in col

bad. 1 don't feel like it.
Last semester, I ended

lege," I see the West One
boys streaking across the U-

out with an iirlicle (hat con

templated what i had done
with my life. Looking back

Hall lawn, me with Darren's

at it now, I think I was some

myself in the Penn Lobby at

video-camera in hand. I see

what premature in my way of

4 in the morning playing

thinking. In response to that

Mao with people who are
about to strangle me for the
last rule 1 made. I .see myself

line of thinking. I dove des
perately into eveiy activity I
possibly could. Now I stand
here, with only five more

days of class left (once you

my first day here mnning into
one of the greatest friends I
ever had back in High

receive this), and wondering
not if I did everything 1 could,
but rather if I will walk away

School, whom I'd not seen

from this school with a di

ting in the Lab doing home
work. but instead see myself
on the stage the first day I

ploma in-hand.
I didn't apply myself
this semester to my studies...

for two years.
I don't see myself .sit

I'll be the first to admit that.

actually wore that dress for
Seven Brides... laughing at

1 spent too much time in the

how ridiculous 1 looked. I

theatre, too much time in the

practice rooms, too much
time hanging out with my

friends and not enough time
studying. Who knows? I may
scrape by, I may not ~ all I

know is that in fifteen days
I'll be walking up that aisle,
cither to see a college di
ploma or an empty diploma
casing.
Strangely enough. I
don't find myself caring too
much. I'm tired. I'm burnt

out. I've played this game for
four years, and frankly, I am

As the seasons pass

see myself wearing a Dino
saur costume and singing the
Barney song during a rehearsiil for The Skin of Our
Te e t h .
So tell me... what are

your memories going to be?
Thinking over it now, 1 real
ize that I'm not all that

strange: our fond memories
are based on when we had the

most fun. They are made on
choir tours, band trips, sports
championships, plays, writ

ing articles for the paper. you
name it. They are made dur

looking forward to the end of
it all. I'll miss my friend.s,
don't get me wrong. I'll miss

ing late-night movie nights,

staying up late nights, silting
in a dorm lobby, watching
movies with complete strang

w h a t e v e r.

trips to Coffee Cottage with

that special someone, pranks,
All 1 can say from here

is this: put this blasted piece

Jen Myers

a little "too cool" to do in my

Opinion Editor

youth group!). As I observed
the scene, it seemed that student

body as a whole was earnestly

As I have only written
twice this year, many of you
may not be familiar with who I
am, both as a student and as part

singing to God and not con
cerned about the appearance ot
their worship style or the pos

of the Crescent staff. I'm

sible criticism of their neighbor.

quickly fini.shing up my first
year of college as a freshman
and I'm the editor of these two

As the sun grew dark and
winter approached. I thought
that I had pretty much summed

Opinion pages. Although as the

up the Fox student body as a

Editor I've had every opportu

whole. I was convinced that

nity to write for this section, it
has been important to me that 1
allow as many students as pos

everyone was a devout Chris

sible share their views in this

even in my desperate attempt to
do the same, I was failing in

tian and seeking God in every

aspect of their lives. I felt that

with pride and a purpose. I

wanted to believe that students

and faculty alike behaved the
same way in chapel as on the
weekends and in the outside
world. I wanted to believe so

that I could grow in my desire

to be as "good as the rest" and
someday live a Christ-like life
with the same ease as everyone
else.

Yet, in spite of my starry-

eyed perception of Fox, I finally

started to see that the people
here are just as human as every
one else. We fight the same

temptations, desires, and fears
as any other college students,
yet we not only have to fight
these problems, but we hide

seemed to do it so naturally.

thoughts on this past year.

that I came from. Yet, 1 still

them from others as well. This
issue baffled me as well, be
cause in wanting to present

As I sit looking out the
window at this beautiful, sunny

tried to live up to the standard

myself as a "good Christian" I

that I saw displayed by others.

wasn't sure how much I could

day, I'm reminded of the first

Slowly I started to realize that

open up and be honest with oth

weeks of school and the warmth

there was another side to Fox

ers, should they judge me or

and excitement that each day

that was well hidden from the

think less of me.

brought! It was like camp: full
of activities, smiling faces, and
new things to see and do. It all
seemed too good to be true and

Godly front people put on so
well. To my disbelief, there
were actually non-Christians

But

comparison to those who
Everyone just seemed too "on
fire" to be of the same world

attending Fox and students who
chose to participate in the party
life that I thought only existed

it was hard for me to compre
hend the genuine friendliness
that Fox offered, in having
come from a public school

now,

as

winter

passes, the flowers bloom, and
the sun finally starts peaking out
from the clouded sky, I look
back on this year and where I
started and where I've come,

in the state schools. As hard as

and I feel at peace with it. I've

it was for me to realize this, I

finally learned to accept the fact

come to realize that in spite of
my desire to find a "perfect

that Fox, like the rest of the

world," a safe haven from the

world, has its good and bad,
strong and weak, and real and
pretend sides.
With the stormy weather
of winter, I felt a wind start

sins and problems of the secu

blowing inside of me, an angry
wind that was a result of my dis

here and in spite of some of my

acquaintances to friends.

Classes started and my percep

appointments and disbelief.

background. I welcomed it
readily yet prayed that it would
last and not disappear as the
excitment settled down and

classes began.
Quickly, smiling faces
became people with names and

those people developed from

tion of college quickly dimin
ished from intimidating to that
of a comfortable routine. I was

completely dumbfounded as I
attended my first chapel session

and actually saw guys singing

Thi.s anger began with frustra
tion because I wanted to believe

that I could look up to and be
lieve in everyone at Fox as
someone living a life for Christ.

I wanted to believe that every

lar world, I've found a home at

Fox that serves to help me grow
in my gifts, goals, and relation
ship with God. People are real
disappointments and disbeliefs.

I believe that God has brought
us all here for a reason. If I can

just spread one smile or help one
person in their faith or through

a struggle, then I too can helpln
keeping God's truth not only
apparent at Fox. but real as well.

Fear and loathing l Xhe return home
Mike McGeehon
Guest Writer

and it's annoying (an under
statement).

Why is this happening?

STRESS! I'M SO

1 write this on the brink
of insanity.
This isn't overdramatiz-

STRESSED OUT!

home for the summer.

of paper down, and go have

with far more people than

some fun. Get out under the

God ever intended to cram on

sun while the getting's good.

that couch. I'li miss midnight

Play some Frisbee. Go play
a prank on one of your

ing the situation. I'm serious.

(back when a midnight run
was possible there) with the

friends. Give a random

freaking out over the rainbow

stranger a hug.

looney tunes off my rocker

boys, or sneaking up to the
window of one of my female

Do whatever you
can... but build some memo

friends at three in the morn

ries for yourself.

I am full blown nutzoid

screw loose somewhere eleva

tor not quite making it to the

highest floor the porch lights on
but no one's home and just plain
nutty as a fruitcake right now.

And the reason might

shock you: I don't want to go
Some of you might be
looking at the la.st sentence and

crazy like I do? Isn't this guy
busy?'

Why yes, I am. But all of

these things are manageable.
Going home is not.

You see, I'm one of those

weirdos who really likes living
on campus with the restrictions,

the rules to follow (and break)!

thinking, 'Is that why he's

the floor hours and the meal
plan and the clock tower that

Prichard articles to ridicule, and

towards the end.

stressed out? My goodness,
seems to be right and
doesn't he have classes to worry never
about, papers to write. Beau classes that load on the business

other unsavory ways of going

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Crescent

WWJD bracelet worn was worn

paper. I want it to reflect diver
sity in thought and views. For
the most part, that was success
ful, yet I now take this opportu
nity to share some of my

ers, crammed onto a couch

r u n s t o 7 - 1 1 o r Ta c o B e l l
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Nothing I know
anything about...
Linsday Walker
Staff Writer

Looking back on this past

year, I realize that I don't know

as much as I thought I did.
Maybe that's just life. I look

back and remember the first day
of my freshman year. Nothing

totally embarrassing happened

to me, but I can look back and

just laugh. I guess here are
some things that I learned this

year. And I suppose that if I

look back on writing this article,
I will laugh too, but such is life.
First lesson I learned is

that boys are stupid. Sorry to
put all you guys down, and

maybe I shouldn't stereotype,

but it is true. Maybe 1 am naive
and expected "the perfect guy"

and he was not who I thought
he was. But I did learn that as

much emphasis as I put on ro
mantic relationships, if I just
trust in God to lead me where

he wants me, it will save me a

lot of trouble with people that
aren't worth my time. And as I
look back, I don't understand
what I ever saw in the people I
deemed so worthy of my atten
tion. I have tried to live this

way the rest of the year, and did
a pretty good job... so far, that is.
Secondly, I learned that
people can really misunderstand
what you are trying to say. It
isn't too hard to misinterpret
what someone is saying, and I
just found that gossip and ru
mors can do extreme damage. I
no longer take what people say
for anything more than face
value.

Finally, I learned that

what people can say about you,

stincts with unwise decisions

A &E Editor

before. I know I have in some

from broken homes are astro

This seems to book end

aspects. If you can't step back
and look at your relationships

like and right, you have noth

the article 1 wrote last week.

from the outside, and someone

ing to worry about. I figured

I received several comments

about people's gratitude for

else is willing to, let them. Lis
ten to them. I can't tell you how

nomically more likely to get
divorced themselves. Now,
don't get too paranoid, but
such things, particularly if

my writing on God's will.
You are all welcome, I hope it

many people could have been
spared agony by listening to the

standing for what is Christian

out that the only one whom I
have to ultimately answer to is
God, and as long as what I say
or do is compliant with what
God wants me to do, or what the

Bible says, then I don't have to
worry about what other people

think they know. Even if people
say that I have a holier-than-

thou attitude, if I am represent
ing God in a respectful manner,
there is nothing wrong with that.
People's perceptions can be ex
tremely skewed.

I also realized that just
because you aren't ready to get
married, and you write an article

about that, and how you don't
have to be worried about get
ting married yet, people can
take what you have to say and

change it to fit their meaning.
When you call a spade a spade,
people get offended because
you come too close to defining
them, and it will scare some

people off and make others
mad. I discovered that I don't

really have to care about what
those people say, because some
times they are just scared of the
truth.

Well, I hope that some of
these things that I learned in the
past year can be of some help.
I tried to give general examples,
because these can apply to
many things. 1 guess I hope that
you just take every problem in
your life and don't forget to in
volve God in everything that
you do. Have a great summer!
May God bless you all.

work out.

the rest of my life" (taken

So I face the idea of

from a video for another

home again. Not just home,

university's admissions of
fice), the professors that make
me think about what ME re

ally is, the support staff that is
the heart of this university (the

janitors, the electricians, the
light bulb guy), the cafeteria
ladies that always remind me
of elementary school, and the
three older men in the cafete
ria that make me laugh and
think and know.

And I won't be seeing

these people for four months,

perhaps never again if a bus

comes speeding along when I
least expect it. And that sad
dens me.

I thought I was going to

stay here this summer (and I
might still, thejury isn't tomlly

out yet) and I was so excited.

About That Special Someone
Beau Prichard

or the things that you stand for
can be very trying, but that as
long as you know that you are

Fear and loathing, continued from page 2
friends that I will "know for

ALL VOU EVEI? WANTED TO KNOW...

helped.
One of the areas in

which God's will is pursued
the most is that of relation

ships. People often look for
God's will in the person they
are to marry, in the people they
should date, and as I said last
week, the trouble with God's

will is that it is frequently not
clear.

Now, if I were to say
that we can follow our own

will in everything and trust
God to control it, you could
just go out and marry whom
ever you darn well pleased
and let God handle it. This is,

perhaps, the one area in which
you shouldn't do that. Ac
cording to our beliefs, we're
not supposed to get divorced,
but marrying whoever you
want is a great way to get
yourself in a lot of trouble that
is, for us, morally irreversible.
The reality comes
down to this: logic. Now, I
don't like being logical any
more than anyone else, but the
truth is, we can't always af
ford to just be romantic about

Now, the real danger for
some of you out there is your
upbringing, which you have no
c o n t r o l o v e r . Yo u w i l l m a k e

your parents' mistakes, kids.
I'm sorry, I really truly am.
Some of your parents' mistakes
sucked. Some of your grand
parents' mistakes sucked as
well. But you're not damned to
repeat them if you find out
about them. Did your grandfa
ther die from his liver falling
apart over a lifetime of alcohol
ism? Drinking would be a bad
idea. So would smoking pot,
since addictions for both appar
ently come from the same gene.
If your parents got divorced, sit
tight, take your sweet time, or
else you could wind up imitat
ing them without even trying.
This isn't a pretty reality,
and you might hate hearing this.
I'm sorry, but please, believe
me. This is psychological fact,
folks. You will do what you
have seen. If your parents fight
a lot, and you find yourself

lyze it as an outsider. This

fighting with those you date, do
something about it. It wouldn't
even necessarily take a great
deal of effort, but if you think
that you might have a problem
with this, for crying out loud,

sucks, but it must be done.

make a decision. It isn't hard

Also, you won't like it, but lis
ten to those around you. Some

to take a step back and make a

of us have numbed our in

ing mistakes.

love. Sometimes we need to

be cold and calculating.
Sometimes we need to sit and
look at our situation and ana

c o n s c i o u s e ff o r t t o a v o i d m a k

Revival's Fire: The end is here

but a home that doesn't feel

Sean McGeeney &
Darin Bergen

like one anymore. Two years

Staff Columinsts

away is a long time. Home
has become that place that I
make the occasional phone

unbiased advice of a neutral
o b s e r v e r.

to carry the ark on their shoul
ders, just as they had been in
helped the Levites who bore the
Ark of the Covenant of the
LORD." God's work done

revival come, they will come

God's way invokes God's help.
Once the ark arrived in Jerusa

socks or to spend Christmas

through the ministry of God's
Word and prayer! This is God's

break at. This is where I am
comfortable, this school.

way for His church to do His
work in the world. Anything

Home is just another place.
So what am I getting at?

that would intrude on our com

I will miss you, fair reader. 1
will miss every one of you,
even the one's 1 don't know.
We've had some good times
and some bad. We've grown

mitment to these God-ordained

lem, joy, thanksgiving, and
blessing filled the land. God's
power and grace were cel
ebrated and proper service was
rendered to Him faithfully.

means is a distraction and will

When God's work is restored,

ultimately keep us from seek
ing the only remedy which can
cure our churches' spiritual apa
thy and our nation's moral de

God's people are revived. Let us
labor, then, to see His work, the

work of proclaiming Christ's

in the sake of an education.

Uzzah was killed David and the

gospel and fulfilling His com
mission, fully restored in our day.
May God cause us to
have done with lesser things and

We have been students to

Israelites tried once again to

to mourn our foolishness and

gether.
So while you're at

bring the ark to Jerusalem. This
time, however, they did not fol
low the example of the Philis
tines. This time they carefully

desperate condition. May He
forgive our unbelief and restore

and felt younger, worked and

played, laughed and cried, all

home remember: Four months

Even without the crowds of and you'll be back, unless
students at least I wouldn't be
lonely. There are so many here you're a senior. In that case,
making sure that the buildings you'll be too busy to miss this
don't rot. But things didn't place. But I'll miss you.

c a y.
Several months after

they happened when you were
young, are bound to affect
you. Unfortunately, the truth
for worse things is the same.
Just like the Bible says: "The
sins of the father are visited

upon the children." If you
find yourself dating people
that do nothing but keep you
from achieving your best, do

something. For girls, if you
grew up without a dad, you're
likely to find yourself chasing
older men, looking for a sub
stitute. The truth can occur
with men and their mothers as

well, but it is less common.

If you were beaten as a
child, you will as likely as not
seek out a person who will
abuse you in a relationship.
People who grow up confused
about the way they fit in with
the world and their family will
not feel comfortable unless

they are confused. I have a
dear friend who does nothing
but sabotage his relationships,
date girls with kids, steal girl
friends, and so forth, simply
because he can't stand for ev

erything to be normal. I want
to hit him sometimes, but if I

don't try to help him, no one
will. He will never realize

something like this himself.
Not a lot of people will.
Please, look at your life,
and lake an evaluation. God's

will is not for you to make
mistakes, but to learn from
others' mistakes, and make

your life free of distractions to
serve God's perfect will.

Points to

Vo n d t r

structed. Verse 26 reads: "God

When reformation and

call to say hi or to ask for new

Children who come

our confidence in His Word and

followed the instructions of

in prayer. And may He send a
mighty reformation and revival

God's Word. 1 Chronicles 15

to our churches, our nation, and

tells how the Levite.s used poles

our world.

"PeopUj pCaces
and things were
never

meant

to

give us life. God
alone is the

flutfior of a
fulfilling
life."
~ Gary Smalley
and John Trent

"...I am come that

they might have
life, aud that they
might have it more
aSundantly."
-John 10:10

Sean's article last week was taken from the Tacoma
News Tribune Website
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Searching for God in cyberspace—& value
The lust time I plugged

transcending boundaries of time

not, this new electronic land.scape is filled with spiritual
.seekers of all kind.s, following

spiritual authority.

ephemeral columns of smoke
and pillars of fire, just as the lost

gans, virtually every religious
body maintains a Web site.

and space. Religious learning

m a t c h e s . Ya h o o ! a l o n e h a s

nology to discuss the spiritual
potential of cyberspace. And
one of the most interesting rev
elations that emerged from tiie

close to 1.000 categories sort

conference was that this is not

ing out tens of thousands of sites

a new idea. It origi

devoted to various faiths and

nated in 1925, with the

practices. The Web is too big
a n d f a r t o o fl u i d f o r a c c u r a t e

visionary French phi
losopher Pierre

measures. When images of the

Teilhard de Chardin. A

divine rellect the realities of the

ligious scholars are likening the

geologist, paleontolo
gist, mystic and Jesuit
priest, Teilhard de
Chardin predicted that

Internet to an emerging meta

humankind

phor for God. Call them infomystics, the.se scholars and
theologians say the Internet has

eventually evolve from
the "biosphere" we cur

tional notions of religious

a person be sure that a religious

authority. When the

figure on the Internet is genu

rently inhabit to a dis

Vatican silenced French

the potential to be a redemptive

embodied state he

Bishop Jacques Gaillot for

vehicle to can7 humankind to

called the "noosphere,"

his liberal views, Gaillot

higher levels of consciousness,
helping flawed human matter
evolve into a state of pure mind.
There are scholars who regard
the glowing screen of a com

from noos, the Greek

info-mystics like

got wired. He now
preaches his progressive
Gospel from a virtual dio

Charles Henderson,

cese in cyberspace. In

been developed to replicate the

convener of the MIT

puter as the present-day equiva
lent of the prayer wheel, the

conference and head of

America. Greek Orthodox
dissidents have carried on

real thing). Participants in
prayer circles on the Internet do

the Association for Re-

an acrimonious assault on

claim, however, that online

stained-glass window or the il
luminated medieval manuscript.

ligion in Intellectual 'p|^^ by

the authority of their re

healings often occur. God only
knows if Teilhard de Chardin's

Engaging with the spiritual via

Chardin's transcendent

a luminous screen, some info-

vision sounds remark

how to use a computer at the St.

cently appointed Arch
bishop Spyridon, chal
lenging his authority in a

mystics argue, engages both
sides of the brain, allowing the

ably like the disembod

Joseph's Provincial House, a home for
elderly nuns, in Latham, N.Y..

spiritually attuned user to ride
alpha waves into a numinous,

of cyberspace.
A rarified experience—
sacred and profane is far differ
ent from the hurly-burly of email, commerce, gossip, instant

the word "God" into a search

engine, 1 got 3.9 million

people who seek it, it is perhaps
inevitable that cutting-edge re

meditative state.

Hmm...Spirituality in
cyberspace. A fringe idea? Not
really. Last year, a group of re
ligion scholars gathered at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech

word

for

Also, wired religion as

from the pope to practicing pa

Baptists and Buddhists,
Hindus, Mormons and
Muslims have e.stablished

a presence online. So
have the newer religions,
from the Church of
Scientology to UFO-worshiping cults. The Internet

would

mind.

To

L i f e , Te i l h a r d d e

ied, borderless realms

Mike Macahon

Sister William Agnes Nelson learns

Sinai desert. The mission of

of cyberspace as most of us ex

these cyber-seekers: to carry on
the age-old search for God into
new territory, raising new ques
tions about the nature of prayer,

perience it. Transcendent or

congregational identity and

news and information overload

simple checks;

1. Sight along both sides of the car. Misaligned body panels
or differences in the shade of the paint indicate that the car has

able to all. But what about the

virtual spiritual experience? Is

it possible to be touched by God

in cyberspace? Is praying
online any different from gath
ering to pray in a house of wor
ship? And the credibility ques
tion that lurks in the background

of every Internet transaction

dissent, challenging tradi

also affects this realm; How can

ine? We have yet to see con

fession by e-mail, a clickthrough experience of the Rap
ture or the administration of vir

tual sacraments (though some

playful penitential software has

movement that has made

expansive vision of a disembod
ied community of souls united
in cyberspace will ever be

itself

achieved. But count on one

felt

around

the

thing: As long as there are hu

ing, though, are the esoteric
questions of online spirituality.
Nevertheless, a spiritual

man beings with a yen for the

renaissance online, as com

in the virtual one.

puter-based rituals, rich in ico
nography, image, music and
sound, unite people in worship.

by Joan Connell
Edited by Rowena Lampas

transcendent, the search will
continue, in the real world and

What we're reading

Thinking about buying a used cor?
Thinking about buying o used cor this summer?Consumer
Reports provide you 10 easy ways to check a used car;
Before having your mechanic inspect a used car, try these

to scholars being made avail

is also a new medium of

world. Far more interest
tribes of Israel wandered the

will also be affected, with sa
cred texts once accessible only

Mystery & Spirituality
1)Mary, Mary by Julie Parsons

A harrowing exploration of the psyches of both the perpetrator
and the victims of a sadistic crime. The author interweaves three or

four plot lines concerning the victim's mother and grandmother, an

alcoholic policeman and other characters skillfully and seamlessly.

"Mary, Mary" Is not a "whodunit" and It is not a conventional

been in an accident.

mystery. Not only does the author deal with a crime of terrible cruelty

2. Check for rust especially under the doors and around wheel
openings. If a small magnet doesn't stick there, that may mean a
cheop-and temporary-repair with putty. Look under the carpet
ing, too. Fixing rust properly is difficult and costly.
3. Stains on upholstery or carpeting end a moldy smell are
signs of a rain leak-another problem that can be hard to fix.
4. Look under the car. Oil or coolant drips could indicate a

our

serious problem.

5. Try all the controls and displays, and make sure all lights are
working.
6. When you turn on the ignition, make sure the "check en
gine" light comes on. If it doesn't, it may have been disconnected
to cover up an emissions-control problem.

7. On o level road, the car should track straight, without con

stant steering correction. Pulling could mean a body that's badly

and its aftermath, but she also shines a light on the secrets that we
keep from ourselves and from others. Parsons shows how these

secrets fester and poison our relationships; they sometimes destrov
lives.

'

Parsons' "Mary, Mary" is not a "feel-good" book, but for a first
novel. It IS an extraordinary achievement. You wil find your mind
riveted and your soul riven by this remarkable first novel You mav

finish It,but you won't forget it.

2) The Lady, Her Lover, and Her Lord by T. D. Jakes

The author examines what he calls a woman's three most im

potent relationships: with herself, with the man in her life, and with
Accordingly, Jakes divides the book Into three sprtinno ■

twisted from a crash.

8. On a quiet street with no traffic nearby, step smartly on the
brakes. The cor should stop without pulling.
9. Pull the automatic-transmission dipstick. The fluid should
be cherry red, with no burned smell or bubbles on the stick. The
transmission should shift smoothly, A manual transmission shouldn't

grind, and the clutch should engage smoothly.
10. Accelerate In low gear to 16 mph. Then release the ac

sideration of their own needs dedication without conwomen and the differences rendereri h between men and

gardi
exc
aut
caut
nn
lttt
a
ndnfagmspi
nyrituaaltittyh,ethe
u
l sho
ior
no
f spiorituns
a"teagai
vrpr,je

celerator, let the speed drop to about 5 mph, and floor the accel
erator. A cloud of blue smoke from the tailpipe is a sign of an oilburning engine. Lots of white smoke may also mean serious en

n
i theriviles^norovCTemptes^zn'g°OTr"man
itan
i abaa
lnce

starts on a cool, damp day.

career of exploring the spiritual and emnt i ® particular

gine trouble-but don't worry about a few wisps after the engine
Good luck!

others. 'The Lady, Her Lover and Her I detriment of

Don't forget to read wht
' summer vacationi
ee
enienl
oyilT
nn
g your
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I can t think of ten things...
. . that
...
. Itdidn
h a ttlike Iabout
didn

Ten Things 1 Hate About You.
Yes, it is a remake of The Tarnof the Shrew, and yes, it is a

teen movie that was made in the
greater Seattle area.

The fact is, it does suffer

from some teen movie or ro
mantic comedy cliches, but I
have to say, 1 didn't mind.

Julia Stiles, an up and
coming actress and also a poster

girl for self-made actresses,

plays Kat. a girl who has

stopped caring what people

think about her. We find out she

decided to cease doing what
people expected her to, and acts

accordingly. When a guy comes
along and tells her that she
should act a little more normal

because it s what people have

t

like

ahniit

What she doesn't realize

.

.

^5

IS that the guy who is hiting on

the first-time movie director,

and her sister Bianca are daugh

great job, and the actors, many
of whom are fresh faces, are
absolutely great. Whatever
holes the script has are more
than overshadowed by the
mighty performances by the

her is doing so on a bet. Kat
ters of an obstetrician who is

paranoid about his daughters
getting pregnant, and forces

them to wear a pregnant suit
when they try to act out. Be
cause he realizes Kat will never

dale, he says that Bianca can
date when Kat does. So the
school stud, a sleazy model,
pays the school bad boy, ru
mored to have actually killed
people, to take Kat out, so he
can have Bianca.

The trouble is, the model
was convinced to set up the deal

by the guy who is really in love
with Bianca.

ceased to expect, she starts

Confused? Good. Go see
the movie. It is heartfelt and

thinking about reforming.

funny. It is far from perfect, but

ALL YOU EVEP WANTED
TO KNOW...

moving on from TV, does a

actors.

About What's Next
Beau Prichard

to continue my education

A &E Editor

there. I'm going to study En

I'M A FREAKING SE
NIOR!

I'M

GOING

TO

G R A D U AT E ! S U R P R I S E !

glish and Theatre.
I have a grandfather in
New Zealand. He flew a spy

very well is nicely assembled
and extremely fun. In the midst
of trashy movies, two films.

pected to step up on the stage,
receive my diploma, and hear
a gasp of disbelief from the au

She's All That, and Ten Things

dience, because no one knows

plane in World War II, and I
was thinking about visiting
him and tape recording his sto
ries for publication. I really
believe 1 need to get his story
down, and I might just go

are based on classic literature.

that I'm a senior and I'm go

down for a month or two, but

She's All That is based on

ing to graduate. So there. Now
you know.
I'm an English Major.
I'm a writer. I'm going to write
a novel in June. 10 pages a day,
one month, 300 pages = a
novel. Its' going to be about
serial killers, and my mom told
me I have to publish it under a

the New Zealand economy is

pseudonym because she
doesn't want me to sully the

ten about me. 1 read some of

family name.
I'm going to write a

and I decided that I wanted

script this summer about crimi
nals. It'll take me a while. My
friend Jason is working on an
other movie script this summer,
and he and I are talking about

me at the end of my life.

A great concept executed

George Bernard Shaw's

"Pygmalion," the classic play
that forms the base of My Fair
Lady. It's like Six Degrees of
Shakespeare. Get back to the
classics, and go see a new
movie. Rated PG-13 for lan

guage. GRADE: B

No one knows. I ex

working together in the future.
Carrie Jo Vincent is en

really low, so I don't know if I
can support myself.
I know what I want to

do. I want to be rich and fa

mous. Well, comfortable and
famous. I want to be able to

support my kids, to spoil them,
and I want to have a book writ

John Lennon's biographies,
someone to write a book about
1 want to fall in love, I

want to live an adventure, I
want to act, I want to write, and

I want to thank the Academy
in front of a billion people on
television.
I want to come back to

couraging me to audition for
LAMDA, which is a theatre

this

school

and

donate

conservatory in London. My
mom says I should go to En

signifigant amounts of money.

gland and work. I was going
to live in Seattle for two years,
act and make money, so I can

ten a new theatre facility and
name the procenium arch af

Jason Miller and I will chris

t e r J a m e s K r a m e r.

go to New Zealand and get my

I have big hopes like

Masters. New Zealand has

everyone else, and I'm going
to do my darnedest to make

public education that is very
cheap, and my father's family
is from Down Under, and I still

have a passport, so I'm going

sure some of them come true.

Good luck to all of you, and
don't forget, I'M A SENIOR!

INSTANT CREDIT. GUARANTEED APPROVAL.

Tired of being turned down?
If You Think You Can't Get A Credit Card, Think Again.
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits

up to $10,000 within days!
fio Parent Signer. Ho Secuiity Deposit.
Mo Credit? Mo Job? Mo Income? Guaranteed Approval.

Guaranteed H0,000 In Credit!

WANT VISA & Mi^ERCimp
CRE^^^^^
Mail this order form today!
VISA

Box
YES! I wanGAG,P.O.
t Credti C
ard220740,Hollywood,
sm
i meda
i teyl. FL33022
N a m e

Address

MasterCard

City
Signature

Stale

- Zip

G U A R A N T E E D A P P R O VA L
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ME^ya/A-^1

The Fox Film Festival: Your Exclusive Coverage

Ayearago,aboutthsi m
ti e,ate
il move
i madehsitoryhereatFox.Itwascae
l dHopee
l ssRomanctis,andti wasthefirststudent^^

made film ever shown on campus. Seth Himes, the singularly driven Video Production student who was behind Romantics, nas
student film festival built around his second film. Blameless, to showcase the talents of other students with interests m tilmmaKi ^

a favorable response to his movie last year and a surge of interest this year, it would appear that the Fox Film Festival ^
school with limited expressive outlets and a video department that mns below the radar of most students, the Festival wil bring

media and as an artistic expression to the forefront of student interest. With three showings on Wednesday, April 21st, almost al the Festival appears to be a sufficient success to continue under its own momentum. Below are exclusive interviews with the rni
artists behind the Fox Film Festival, the directors of tomorrow, and those responsible for bringing a new form of expression o o ■
DIRECTORS
SETH HIMES
A 21-year old Video Produc
tion Junior, Himes' heart is in
the movies. He feels his call

ing is to make movies with a
Christian message for secular
audiences. The next step in his
education is a semester in L.A.

on consortium, where he will
leam the skills necessary to con
tinue pursuing his dream.
Blameless is his second motion

picture.

Jason

miller

THE

boasts a title tra^by Tom

BLAMELESS
The Film: A modern retell

Payne.

ing of Job, Blameless stars
Fox's star in the making, Dan
Hunt. Tonya Lynne Wildhauber
co-stars, with the largest sup

The Bu^: The first

porting cast of any of the Festi

completed, Miller's first pr^

vieyfan last'semester, an^

b^ght an'awareness of„l»tl\

val films. The screenplay was ^ the film and the Festival itself ,

written by Wildhauber, based prf
a story conceived by Himes^bnd

an adaptation by Beau Prichard.

Using a digital camera foyti
higher level of ^^cture qi^Hty,
and the best sound support of

A 21 -year old Marketing Senior,

any movierin the-^Festiyal,

Miller had his first film experi
ence at age 12, making short

coup/or a film shot on such a

ACTORS

Films

to the student body. With a quiet
preview held about a month ago
(covered by the Crescent), the

cal tale that he describes as " a
cross between Ed Wood and

David Lynch." Those who are

small theatrical community

familiar with either filmmaker

took time from their stage per

will know they will be in for

forming and were cast in festi

quite a trip. The film stars Matt

val movies. Some directors

own films, and some directors
The Buzz: Awareness of this
based strictly on expo

word has slowly seeped out

chapel. Th^i^^e^g^^the film

a b o u t t h e fi l m .

may very well tfe^^a sutpri.se.

point of the Festival films.

THE F|SWAL

WHEREFORE,
Romeo?

Wh^closeyioO people

The Film: Prichard de
scribes his movie, Wherefore
Romeo, as a modem tragic

gather ^Wood/i^W to view the

sm^l budget. All the lessons

his home. After a few courses

That Himes learned making Bo-

at the Video Center and getting'

mmtiih were put to work in

he decided to try his hand at.

artist. The more complicated
music, by Steve Stuck'-of.: auction of Romeo and Juiuft
l o s e Jtfswer could be history in the
wi
t
h
events
that
paral
l
e
l
thbse
Master's College,-thisis the film
Xmaking. These directors, all

tics, and took his,experiences,
observations and skills, and

that the Festival is built around.-

■ .. { v?
.A •".s

turned themr'into The Way She,
Loves Me'. His future plans in
clude Writing his next film this
summer^and pursuing a poten

The Buz5i:::.v Presently the
rripst backed film in the Festi

tial career in film.

based aroundi^t is known for in
volving-special effects, particu

BEAU PRICHARD
A 20-year old Senior, Beau
Prichard is something of an in
famous figure on campus.

Known for being outs^ken-Snd .

val, simply by virtue of the fact
that it is the film the Festival is

larly-a car explosion that was
announced on Foxmail. This

fame/s certainly working for
the film, biit the trailer was only
finally .seen on Wednesday, so

primarily that of stage and as a
w r i t e r. P r i c h a r d r e l i e d o n
Wichner and Miller for assis

tance with the technical aspect
of his film, and tried to focus

on his singular vision for the
project. Prichard is unsure
whether he will continue to

prusue filmmaking, but does not
intend to stop writing until he
is rich and famous.

JOHN WICHNER
A 21-year old Video Produc
tion student, John Wichner

is one of two silefif etttriesin the
Festival.

tends to reclusive habits, spliting his time between night

The Buzz: Neutral at best.
While several individual pre

a w a r e o f t h i s fi l m . T h o s e w h o

have seen it have been telling
others, and the trailer was in
chapel on Wednesday, so those

FOE

Romeo?

bring success.

JefT Eldrige

The more realistic answer

\

sorhethiftg, at fame, at establish
ing their ability as an artist.

^ FOE

stage regulars Josh Houser and

footage into less than ten min

young directors be the next big

Halle Anne Showalter, his film

utes. This short was as enter

has perhaps the most real story
to tell. Soundtracked by exclu
sive original songs assembled

taining as the film which fol
lowed. Striving this time for

thing? It is a possiblity, and
while that small possibility ex

I

Haircut

I

fSi

Details

503-554-8952
503 E. First Street

Newberg
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GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME

our artists as a community.
MADNESS

$20.°o

value
IP Expires
5-31-991

^ 112 OFF Child's Haircut '

j with any adult haircut '

Miller

/ Andrew Berube

mains, and we can stand behind

FREE
a

Jason

ists, the potential for history re

COUPON

NICOLE

Kendra Charles

is this could be it. This could ■■

be the last stab at achieving ^

from now, will one of these

r

WHEREFORE,

talent iind drive are enough to

which condensed six hours of

SEE

Elisa Roth

Perhaps the American dream/
atill works, and we will see tha^'

single handedly shot and edited
a making of film for Romantics,

independance, his film is a si
lent, black and white allegori-

Beau Prichard

may not be still achievable? /

ing their films to
entering against hundreds of
other movies, to try their luck
in the world of film. Two years

ships and how they deal with
love, sex and forgiveness.
Working with Ben Smith as a
camera man, and directing Fox

Halle Anne Showalter

ture. Who's to say that fame

I with any perm or color

regular Chuck. He hopes to
pursue a career in the movies,
possibly in music.

Jpsh Houser

natural talent they seem to po.s-

Sorhe of'the.,^rants are send

The Film: Foe is Wichner's

SHE

LQVES ME

view showings have received
sess, and these could very well
good input and reactions, very be names we may hear iri the fu
few people are, at press time..

posing digital music and study
is in fact the .son of Marriot

WAY

times enough to make it.
Couple that ambition with the

classes and his hobbies of com

ing movies. Few know that he

Eric Costa

plansTmllbitkius^^d ideas that
cQuld^ake
the
driving ambition done is some

second project. Last year he

COME

Chris Skaggs

relative rookies, have big

Eldrige and Kendra Charles,

The Film: Miller's debut is

by James Kramer, the film also

Bett Heckinger
Nathan Dunkin

on the stager '^Stareidi^ Jef^X'making.

tKihgaway,.

a promising entry dealing with
the reality of Chri.stian relation

Bryan Free

first;Fox FUm Festival, what

Jacob Kuntz

likely be aware of its existence".
Plot details remain sketchy, and
the actors are not giving ariy-

ME

Tonya Lynne Wildhauber

fable, intertwining a stage pro^ ^swer i§ime artistic vision of five

name is liable to cause areftr

LW E S

Dan Hunt

wiff they The simple an-

attending the Festival will most

TReWayShe

BLAMELESS

Aaron Fuller

opinionated, the mepfionrfhis
lion, whether or not it is posi
tive or not depends on your au
dience. With his experience

have noticable roles in the films
of others. For whatever flaws

they may possess, it would seem
that acting will not be the weak

horror films on a camcorder at

film. He had a role iif J?o/«an-

make small appearances in their

Stave in his acting debut.

sure to WedpS^daS!^ preview in

Himes' /iiiovie .is a technical

his feet wet on the Fox sta^e,. Blameless. With.composed

Through audition processes or

not, many of the actors in Fox s

processing mall

for

national companyl Free
supplies, postage! No sell
ing! Bonuses! Start imme
diately! Genuine opportu
nity!

Please rush Long SelfAddressed Stamped Enve>opeto GMCO
P.O. Box22-0740

Hollywood, Florida 33022
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GFU leaves NAIA with a bang

Matt Gustafson

ence with an early-season win

Sports Editor

over conference favorite PLU.

That win helped propel them to

The final year of NAIA

competition for George Fox
University's sports teams has
quite possibly been their best
e v e r .

The fall season saw every

Bruin squad reach either re
gional or national levels.

The men's and women's
soccer teams were both ranked

in the National Top 25, and both
teams also reached the regional
playoffs. Two freshmen from
the women's team, Karli Holub

and Beth Liljenberg. were hon
ored as All-American Honor
able Mention, the first women's
soccer players at Fox to receive

that honor. The women's team
also posted their best record

a respectable finish in the NWC,

gaining them the NAIA playoff
spot for the conference. The

Bruins relied mostly on threepoint shooting for their offense,
which was remarkably effec
tive. Sophomore guard Jordan

Green led the crence in scoring
at over 19 points a game.

Though they were defeated by

Western Oregon in the regional
playoff game, the Bruins per
formed far beyond their ex

pected level and earned the re

spect of all their opponents.

The spring sports .season,
which is still underway, has
seen the men's baseball team

erupt offensively. They areclosing in on the team home run

is 13-10 at press time, with an
even 6- 6 conference record.
The tennis teams have
struggled a bit so far this sea
son. The men's team is 4-5 with

a 2-4 conference record, but you

can't fault sophomore Ryan
Cruz. Cruz is 7-0 in his singles
matches this year, having joined
the team just after the basket
ball season ended.
The women's tennis team

has been struggling, but earned
their first win of the season

against Mills College last Sat
urday, winning every match in
a 9-0 sweep.
The Bruin track and field

teams, one of the stronger pro
grams here at Fox, have seen
spring. Both the men's and
women's teams are 5-1 in con

ference competition. Sen,ior

both reached the national meet
in Wisconsin, and both teams

record he also set last year.

this year recently, and sopho
more Heather Hunt has already

were also ranked in the NAIA

Barnett had 13 home runs, and

The cross-country teams

National Top 25.
The volleyball team pro

Going into last weekend,
his record currently stands at 14.

was 7-0 in singles matches so far this year.

their hard work pay off this

record set last year, and senior
Nate Bamett is looking to shat
ter the single-season home run

ever at 15-4-2.

Sophomore Ryan Cruz, besides peiibrming well on the
basketball court, also excels at tennis. At press time Cruz

Bruin Sports Events

David Parker ran the lOth-fastesl 110- hurdles in the NAIA

qualified for nationals in the
pole vault for the second con
secutive year.
Next year, George Fox

vided excitement galore during

At press time, the baseball team
was 20-6 overall, with a 10-4

the fall season. Led by AIl-

conference record, good enough

will move up to the designation

Americans Sharon Burnett and

for third in the NWC.

of NCAA Division III, a more

Jennie Rennie. and NWC

The Softball team hasn't

Coach of the Year Steve Grant,

been quite as successful as the

difficult level of competition,
but also a welcome challenge.

the Bruins had a 20-match win

baseball team, but is also think

It only seems appropriate that

ning streak during the year and

ing playoffs at this point in the

we leave the NAIA with our

fi n i s h e d w i t h a 3 1 - 8 r e c o r d .

season. The Bruin softball team

best sports year ever.

Baseball; Pacific at GFU ■

Doubleheader - Saturday, April 17 ■
1:00 PM

GFU at Pacific - Sunday, April 18 3:00 PM

Softball: PLU at GFU -

Doubleheader - Saturday, April 17 ■
2:00 PM

They also went to the NAIA

GFU at Lewis and Clark -

N a t i o n a l To u r n a m e n t i n I d a h o .

The performance of the
fall sports teams helped push the

Doubleheader - Sunday, April 18 -

George Fox athletic program to
a #10 ranking nationally, out of
over 300 other programs.
The winter sports season

2:00 PM

Tr a c k a n d F i e l d : G F U D i s t a n c e

consisted of men's and
women's basketball, neither of

Carnival - Friday, April 16 - 6:00

which disappointed Bruin fans.
The women"s team had their

PM - at Colcord Field, GFU

best season in the NAIA, going
18-6 overall, barely missing the

Bruin All-Comers Meet - Saturday,

playoffs. Senior Christy Brock
and sophomore Katie Greller

April 17 - 11:00 AM - at Colcord
Field, GFU

led the Bruins in scoring, with

Brock taking the conference

scoring title. The team finished

M e n ' s Te n n i s : G F U a t P L U -

with a conference record of 14-

4, which tied them with Puget
Sound, but UPS got the playoff

spot because of a tiebreaker.

The men's team, picked
to finish last in the NWC by the

coaches, shocked the confer

Pholo by Jeni McAlister

Senior Nate Barnett is a big reason the Bruin baseball team

is doing well this year. Barnett and his 13 home runs, one
short of his own school record, have helped the Bruins to a
20-6 record so fan

NWC Atliletes of the Week for 4/6
against PLU, striking out nine
and allowing no walks. Gave up

Matt Gustafson

five hits to improve to 3-1 over

Sports Editor

all.

baseball; Hitter: Jason

Schilperoort, George Fox, Jr.,

Chehalis, Wa. Went an incred
ible 9-for-l I at the plate in four

victories, with four runs scored,
two doubles, eight RBI and two
walks.

.

Pitcher: Ryan Alvis,

George Fox, Jr.. Kent, Wa.

Pitr-hed seven- inning shu^
Is.sLie 21. Vol. CXV

■Snftball: Hitter: Rebecca

Dean, George Fox, Fr., Camas,

Wa. Went 10 for 16 with five
RBI, two runs, two SB and two
doubles as the Bruins went 3-1.
Mpn'sTennis: Ryan Cruz,

George Fox, So., Hillsboro,
Ore. Improved to 6-0 with two
wins at No. 2 singles last week
versus Lewis & Clark and Pa-

cific. Cruz is the 1998 1-3

singles consolation champion
and Joined the tennis team im
mediately following the conclu
sion of the George Fox varsity
basketball season.
Track

&

Field:

Men:

David Parker, George Fox, Sr.,
Salem, Ore. Won the 110 high

hurdles (15.31) in 10th best time
in NAIA this season, plus ran
on two winning relay teams at
the Willamette Open.
From NWCSports.com

Friday, April 16 - 2:30 PM
GFU at Puget Sound - Saturday,
April 17 - 9:00 AM
GFU at Seattle - Saturday, April 17
- 2:00 PM

GFU at Pacific - Tuesday, April 20 3:00 PM

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s : W h i t m a n a t G F U

- Saturday, April 17 -10:00 AM
Whitworth at GFU - Saturday,
April 17 - 3:00 PM
GFU at Willamette - Wednesday,
April 21 - 3:30 PM
April 16, 1999

Bruin softball team breaks even after

tough week of eight games in four
days
Kennedy HS, Mt. Angel, Ore.)
^

Malt Gustafson

Sports Editor
The Bruin softball team

played eight games in three
dayslast week, going 4-4. Here
are recaps of all the games.
GFU 3. Pacific 5

^

HS

Mr.

two runs in the fifth, sixth and

SEATFLE, Wash. - The

.seventh innings to push the
game into extra innings.

Lady Bruins broke open a tied
game with a six-run fifth inning

First baseman Rachel

and held on for an 8-3 North

Camp (Jr., North Marion HS,

west Conference win over Se

perfect 3 for 3 with one run

Hubbard, Ore.) was 3 for 4 with

attle University on Saturday

scored.

a double and two RBI. Dean
hit 3 for 6 and scored three runs.
Pitcher Beth Davis (Jr.,

(April 10).
Leadoff hitter Sherilyn

Gerig (Jr., Kennedy HS, Mt.
Angel, Ore.) hit 2 for 5 with a

c i fi c t o o k a 4 - 0 l e a d a n d h e l d

Salem Academy, Ore.) threw
all 10 innings, striking out four

on for a 5-3 Northwest Confer

and giving up just one earned

ence win over George Fox on

run. Davis also hit 3 for 4 and

scored. Shortstop Beth Davis
(Jr., Salem Academy, Ore.) was

Tuesday (April 6).
Pacific out-hit George

scored one run.

1 for 4 with three RBI.

Fox 12-9.

high 15 hits and a season-high

Right fielder Sherilyn
Gerig (Jr., Kennedy HS, Mt.

seven

NEWBERG, Ore. - Pa

George Fox had a seasonerrors.

GFU 4, Pacific 2
FOREST GROVE, Ore.-

double, two RBI, and two runs

Pitcher Rachel Camp (Jr.,
North Marion HS, Hubbard,
Ore.) threw a complete game

for the win. Camp struck out
three and gave up just one

Angel, Ore.) led the Lady Bru
ins at the plate, hitting 2 for 4

George Fox outhit defending

with two RBI. First baseman

Northwest Conference cham

GFU 9, Seattle 10 (nine

Becky Dean (Fr., Camas HS,

pion Pacific University 9-2, sur

Wash.) and pitcher Rachel

vived seven errors and won 4-2

Camp (Jr., North Marion HS,

on Friday (April 9).

innings)
SEATTLE, Wash. - Se
attle scored the game-winning

Hubbard, Ore.) both went 2 for
4.

GFU 9, Pacific 8 (10 in
nings)
NEWBERG, Ore. —

Ana

was 3 for 5 with a double and
three RBI, and Anita Orlowski
(Fr., Banks HS, Ore.) was a

earned run.

Pitcher Beth Davis (Jr.,

run in the bottom of the 10th

Salem Academy, Ore.) went the

inning in the Northwest Confer
ence nightcap on Saturday

distance to earn the win.

GFU 11, Pacific 5
FOREST GROVE, Ore. -

(April 10).

Trailing 9-4 at the top of

GFU 4, University or
Puget Sound 5
TACOMA, Wash. —

George Fox let a 4-0 lead slip
away and lost 5- 4 to Puget

Sound in the opener of a North
west Conference doubleheader
on Sunday (April 11).

RBI and two runs scored.
L e f t fi e l d e r A n i t a

Orlowski (Fr., Banks HS, Ore.)
was 2 for 4 with a double.
GFU 1,UPS5
TACOMA, Wash.— The

next year. The

positions of
Sports Editor,
A&E Editor, and

The Crescent

needs people who
will work

diligently and
consistently to ge

their jobs done. I

as UPS took the nightcap 5-1 in

;his sounds like it's

for you, please

four hits against Puget Sound,

an 11-5 win over Pacific Uni

Seattle. Five consecutive walks

George Fox a come-from- be

versity in the second game of a

and a Seattle error allowed the

four errors and was out-hit 10-

hind 9-8 win over Pacific in the

Northwest Conference double-

Lady Bruins to score five un

4.

nightcap of a Northwest Con

header on Friday (April 9).
Rachel Camp (Jr., North

earned runs to tie the game 9-9.

R i g h t fi e l d e r A n i t a

George Fox had a chance to take

Orlowski (Fr., Banks HS, Ore.)

Marion HS, Hubbard, Ore.)

the lead, but the go- ahead run

earned the win.

was tagged out at the plate.
S h e r i l y n G e r i g ( J r. ,

editor positions for

Lady Bruins could only muster

on Sunday (April 11).
George Fox committed

GFU 8, Seattle 3

people to apply for

wUl be available.

first inning with a two-run
homer, her first of the year.
Davis finished 1 for 3 with two

George Fox got a break from

day (April 6).
George Fox trailed 6-0
after four innings, but scored

looking for hard
working, loyal

Lady Bruins on the board in the

Northwest Conference action

ference doubleheader on Tues

The Crescent is

Opinion Editor

the seventh with two outs,

Wash.) scored on a passed ball
in the 10th inning to give

Wanted!!!!

Shortstop Beth Davis (Jr.,
Salem Academy, Ore.) got the

George Fox scored seven runs
in the first inning and rolled to

Becky Dean (Fr., Camas HS,

Editors

provided half the Lady Bruins'
offense, going 2 for 3 with one
RBI.

pick up an

application outside
t h e A S C O f fi c e s
in the SUB.
Thanks a lot!
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